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ABSTRACT

Objectives This scoping review seeks to detail experiences of inequitable treatment, as self-reported by international medical graduates (IMGs), across time and location.

Design Scoping review.

Search strategy Three academic medical databases (MEDLINE, SCOPUS and PSYCYNO) and grey literature (GOOGLE SCHOLAR) were systematically searched for studies reporting first-hand IMG experiences of perceived inequitable treatment in the workplace: discrimination, prejudice or bias. Original (in English) qualitative, quantitative, mixed studies or inquiry-based reports from inception until 31 December 2022, which documented direct involvement of IMGs in the data were eligible for inclusion in the review. Systematic reviews, scoping reviews, letters, editorials, news items and commentaries were excluded. Study characteristics and common themes were identified and analysed through an iterative process.

Results We found 33 publications representing 31 studies from USA, Australia, UK, Canada, Germany, Finland, South Africa, Austria, Ireland and Saudi Arabia, published between 1982 and 2022. Common themes identified by extraction were: (1) inadequate professional recognition, including unmatched assigned work or pay; (2) perceived lack of choice and opportunities such as limited freedoms and perceived control over one’s future; (3) marginalisation—subtle interpersonal exclusions, stereotypes and stigma; (4) favouring of local graduates; (5) verbal insults, culturally or racially insensitive or offensive comments; and (6) harsher sanctions. Other themes identified were effects on well-being and proposed solutions to inequity.

Conclusions This study found evidence that IMGs believe they are subject to numerous common inequitable workplace experiences and that these experiences have self-reported repercussions on well-being and career trajectory. Further research is needed to substantiate correlations and causality in relation to outcomes of well-being and differential career attainment. Furthermore, research into support for IMGs and the creation of more equitable workforce environments is also recommended.

INTRODUCTION

Many developed nations rely heavily on international medical graduates (IMGs) to provide essential population-wide medical services. Since 2015, UK has seen increasing numbers of IMGs, such that approximately 1:3 doctors are foreign trained. This is similar to numbers seen in Australia (1:3) and USA (1:4).1-3

In 2019, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development reported increased numbers of both local and foreign trained doctors across member countries, indicating a general increase in demand to manage current and projected doctor shortages.4 IMGs are needed to fill workforce shortages, attributed to a number of factors, such as population growth and ageing, medical migration to countries with better working conditions and clinician loss to non-clinical industries.5 6 Internationalisation of medical student education also contributes to IMG figures. For example, in USA, Israel, Norway and Sweden a sizeable number of IMGs are comprised of their own citizens who have returned after being educated as international medical students overseas.4 High numbers of international medical students, such as in Ireland, result in a paradoxical situation where graduated students return...
to their home country, thereby leaving the host country dependant on IMGs to fill doctor shortages. To sustain workforces, governments must understand and support the needs and experiences of their workers. There are several international studies exploring IMGs' challenges and acculturation in host countries. Motala and Van Wyk's 2019 scoping review identified common IMG experiences as such problems related to professional boundaries, lack of country-specific knowledge and personal stressors. Motala also identified issues related to workplace discrimination, career limitation and bias, cited in a small handful of studies from Germany, Australia and USA. Similarly, Al Haddad et al's 2021 qualitative meta-ethnography of IMG experiences observed general reports of racism, marginalisation and discrimination impacting career progress.

Although Motala and Al-Haddad both identified reports of perceived discrimination, bias and prejudice as a common subfinding in IMG research, there have been very few instances of original research published which directly address these concepts. Moreover, there is no unifying document addressing the types of the inequitable experiences described in IMG-related studies.

Exploring concepts of perceived inequitable treatment is important. Not only as a moral obligation to our colleagues, but because discrimination may influence career direction, physical health and well-being. Therefore, this scoping review aims to explore experiences of workplace-related discrimination, prejudice and bias as reported by IMGs worldwide. This topic is broad, yet complex and heterogenous, thereby lending itself to scoping review. Furthermore, as relevant studies are disseminated across location and time, a scoping review approach allows appreciation of the evidence range and identification of knowledge gaps.

**Research question and objective**
The research question was defined as: 'What common experiences of inequitable treatment have been examined and reported by IMGs in the literature?' For this study, IMG was defined as a medical doctor who obtained their primary medical qualification from a country external to the country, they currently work in. Inequitable treatment was defined as self-reports of discrimination, bias or prejudice by IMGs. The objective was to summarise the number and types of studies reporting experiences of workplace discrimination perceived by IMGs worldwide and identify common themes of inequitable treatment.

**METHODS**
The five-step Arksey and O'Malley framework was used to guide the review process. The steps included: identifying the research question, identifying and selecting relevant studies, extracting data and finally, collating and reporting the data. The PRISMA-ScR checklist was used as a guide for reporting.

1. **Information sources and search**: studies published in MEDLINE, PSYCINFO and SCOPUS databases, in addition to GOOGLE SCHOLAR were systematically searched (see online supplemental appendix 1). Using appropriate Boolean operators, an initial pilot search through MEDLINE was conducted using MeSH and keywords related to: ‘international medical graduate’, ‘foreign medical graduate’, ‘foreign doctor’ and ‘overseas trained doctor’ in combination with terms: ‘discrimination’, ‘race’, ‘prejudice’ and ‘bias’. Following the pilot, additional terms: ‘challenges’ and ‘negative experiences’ were included to broaden the search. After completing a final version of the search through MEDLINE, the search was replicated for two other scientific databases (PSYCINFO and SCOPUS) for peer-reviewed publications, from inception to 31 December 2022. To review the grey literature, GOOGLE SCHOLAR was searched using similar search terms as the scientific databases. For efficiency, we limited the GOOGLE SCHOLAR search to consider the first 50 (of 2660) publications, as presented by relevance. Finally, hand searching through relevant references and associated publications were added to the grey literature search.

2. **Selection of sources of evidence**: as the researchers are native English speakers, only publications reported in English or with English versions were included in the review. To ensure that IMG voices were directly heard, and raw experiences were presented without external interpretation, only publications documenting direct involvement of IMGs in the study data were included. Original qualitative, quantitative, mixed studies or inquiry-based reports were eligible for inclusion in the review. Systematic reviews and scoping reviews were excluded from the study, to reduce duplication and maintain focus on primary results. Letters, editorials, news items and commentaries were also excluded, to reduce duplication and avoid confusion about the author's origin. Reports which amalgamated data between IMGs and other groups (eg, black and ethnic minority) were only included if IMG-specific data were explicitly reported and clearly extractable in the Results section. The researchers were mindful to delineate reports of discrimination, bias or prejudice vs reports related to general hardships of migration or adjustment difficulties due to transition as a foreigner to a new land and workplace. Therefore, only studies which explicitly described perceptions of discrimination, prejudice or bias or related terms such as stigma or stereotype were included. General results related to foreign policy, immigration and language were not included.

3. **Data extraction process**: the primary reviewer (SJRH) undertook 2 x 2 hour workshops about scoping studies and was supported by a second reviewer (KF) with expertise in the study methodology. Search items were imported into ENDNOTE and then COVidence—a screening and data extraction tool used to assist reviewers with conducting academic reviews. Duplicates were removed by the COVidence tool prior to screening. Two reviewers (SJRH and KF) created a
calibrated form documenting inclusion and exclusion criteria. The reviewers evaluated and modified the variables after first piloting the first 20 (of 544) publications together. This ensured that included studies addressed the research question, aim and objectives. Remaining publications were assessed by both reviewers independently, screening titles and abstracts for inclusion according to the calibrated form. Reviewers discussed any mismatches which were identified by the COVidence tool. The screening process was repeated for full-text screening. A third overseeing reviewer with expert content knowledge (BRN) was assigned to provide final verdict for any disagreements, but consultation was not required.

Through an iterative process, the reviewers (SJRH and KF) met regularly to create, test, refine and finalise an extraction table based on common themes identified by the reports. About 20% of the reports were thoroughly extracted against the refined extraction table by both reviewers and the remainder were extracted independently by the primary reviewer (SJRH). Any uncertainties were flagged and discussed at regular intervals between the reviewers. Both reviewers discussed and agreed on items for inclusion, appraisal of reports and synthesis of results.

4. Data items: standard items were chosen for extraction—author/citation, year and country of publication, type of publication and study, methodology including participant numbers and study objectives/aims/purpose. The reviewers identified common themes, which were iteratively grouped into six major data items and a seventh item reporting general comments (see below). Further iteration supported extraction of two more items—impacts on well-being and proposed solutions to inequity. Relevant results and quotations were charted into an Excel spreadsheet and transferred to a Word document table for manual synthesis.

Methods were assigned to one of three categories: qualitative/interview, survey/questionnaire or mixed. Each publication was assessed if the purpose, aim or objective and methodology referred to exploration of inequitable treatment (including discrimination, bias or prejudice), well-being (including satisfaction and mental health), both or neither. The common themes arising as data items were: (1) inadequate professional recognition; (2) perceived lack of choice and opportunities; (3) marginalisation; (4) favouring of local graduates; (5) verbal insults; and (6) harsher sanctions.

Synthesis of results
We synthesised the results according to five domains: (1) year and country of publication; (2) methodology; (3) dominant themes of perceived inequitable treatment; (4) reported impacts on well-being; and (5) proposed solutions to IMG inequity experiences.

Patient and public involvement
No patient involvement.

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flow diagram of literature search. A total of 900 publications were identified through the database searches: MEDLINE (n=382), PSYCNINFO (n=109) and SCOPUS (n=409); in addition to the grey literature search GOOGLE SCHOLAR (limited to the first 50 publications) and handsearching (n=12 publications); totalling 962 publications identified for scoping review. Following the removal of duplicates (n=418), 544 publications were screened by title and author by two reviewers independently. A resulting 75 publications were assessed by both authors independently for eligibility before 43 publications were excluded with reasons. For example, three potentially relevant studies were excluded based on insufficient detail, as IMGs’ scrutiny was not clearly attributed to discrimination, bias or prejudice.15–17

At this stage, an additional publication (295-page book) was identified on handsearching.18 Full-text publications were excluded based on wrong outcomes, wrong study type, insufficient detail or wrong population; one Danish publication19 was excluded as no English translation was available to the authors. Where publications had multiple exclusion reasons, the higher-ranked reason on the calibration form was assigned. Three publications presenting amalgamated data were included but extracted only against the explicit IMG voice mentioned within the publications.10,20,21 Two studies presented two publications each.22–25 Therefore, a total of 33 publications, representing 31 studies, progressed to data extraction.

Characteristics of sources of evidence
The 33 publications included 3 book/eBook reports18 26 and the remaining 30 represented primary
academic research publications. Two publications used various methods including focus groups and written submissions in addition to individual IMG interviews to report findings. One study used two qualitative techniques—focus group interview in addition to a 10-min ‘critical incident’ narrative writing. Overall, the majority (21/33) of publications were based on qualitative/interpretive methods alone, 7/33 used questionnaire/survey alone and 5/33 used mixed methods (see online supplemental appendix 2).

We tabulated extraction results by year, to help identify any patterns of recorded inequitable treatment over time. We extracted four publications published prior to year 2000, the earliest being a British national report from 1982. There has been a steady production of relevant publications over the past 20 years up until 2022. Almost half of the publications originated from USA and Australia combined, as seen in table 1.

On reviewing the aims, objectives and methods of each study report, the majority did not directly seek data related to inequitable treatment or well-being. Inequitable treatment data alone was sought in 6/31 studies; well-being data were sought in 2/31 studies and 3 studies sought both items.

Common themes of inequitable treatment
We found several recurrent themes across time and country. The majority (24/33) of publications documented ≥2 common IMG experiences related to inequitable treatment. Common experiences did not appear to follow any particular pattern over time. Common themes identified were: (1) inadequate professional recognition, including unmatched assigned work or pay; (2) perceived lack of choice and opportunities such as limited freedoms and perceived control over one’s own future; (3) marginalisation—subtle interpersonal exclusions, stereotypes and stigma; (4) favouring of local graduates; (5) verbal insults, culturally or racially insensitive or offensive comments; (6) harsher sanctions; and (7) general comments about discrimination which were not otherwise specified.

1. Inadequate professional recognition was reported in 70% (23/33) of publications and was reported as occurring on either an interpersonal level or institutional level. This included experiences such as skill sets being under recognised or inferiorly matched to assigned work and pay or benefits not matched to experience level. Non-individualised bureaucratic responses to recognition into prior experience and qualifications were criticised in studies from UK, USA and Canada, including a federal Australian parliamentary report. Other studies described a lack of recognition from colleagues, a perceived inferiority and lack of value of the IMG qualification. Hawthorne’s 2004 Australian report found IMGs reporting ‘exploitation’ of hours worked for payment received, dissatisfaction with practice costs and long-term earning opportunities in addition to differing Medicare rebates based on location and registration conditions. Coombs’ 2005 USA study found that 28% of IMG survey respondents reported that they had experienced ‘my pay and/or benefits were not equivalent to my peers at my level’, while only 4.8% white, non-IMGs agreed with the statement. Zawawi’s 2020 Saudi qualitative study described IMG reports of salary scales based on nationality. Another common report within this category was the notion of needing to ‘work double as hard’ when competing against local graduate colleagues for acquiring career promotion and awards.

2. Perceived lack of choice was reported in 58% (19/33) of publications. IMGs reported that restrictions imposed by institutions contributed to clustering of IMGs in relatively unpopular or peripheral geographical locations and specialties. Disproportionate allocations of IMGs to non-training or peripheral locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of publication</th>
<th>Number of relevant reports</th>
<th>Year(s) of report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2†</td>
<td>2018†, 2019†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Seven studies, eight publications. †One study, two publications.

We tabulated extraction results by year, to help identify any patterns of recorded inequitable treatment over time. We extracted four publications published prior to year 2000, the earliest being a British national report from 1982. There has been a steady production of relevant publications over the past 20 years up until 2022. Almost half of the publications originated from USA and Australia combined, as seen in table 1.
were reported as contributing to unfair workloads and restricted study preparation opportunities experienced by IMGs. Terms such as ‘forced’, ‘exploitation’, ‘(no) liberty’, ‘no choice’, ‘trapped’, ‘inability’, ‘ineligible’ and ‘systemic inequality’ were used by IMGs describing their career and workplace options.

3. Marginalisation was reported in 52% (17/33) of publications. Marginalisation included subtle interpersonal exclusion, isolation, ‘othering’, stigma and stereotypes. These interpersonal experiences were reported as occurring between IMGS and their local graduate medical colleagues, senior colleagues and other staff such as nurses. Experiences were described as ‘slighting attitudes’, ‘insensitiveness and isolation’, ‘sense of exclusion’, ‘hostility’, and ‘unwelcoming’. The publication by Hall reported: ‘I didn’t feel that I am different-except when people treat me different’. Disfigurement of non-anglicised names was described as a microaggression by both British national reports from 1982 and 2021 and suggested to be secondary to the ‘acquiescence of the inferiority of position in the healthcare system of [foreign] doctors’.

4. Favouring of local graduates by institutions and individuals was reported in 30% (10/33) of publications. IMGs reported disadvantage because local graduates were routinely preferred and appointed for positions. Sometimes this occurred despite IMGS having superior experience. Some reports attributed this to an informal ‘old boys club’, favouring local graduates known to senior consultants. Several publications presented data which were merged with non-foreign IMGS and those from Commonwealth countries would have preferential selection over non-white IMGS.

5. Verbal insults, such as culturally inappropriate or derogatory remarks were reported by IMGS relatively less commonly, at 33% (11/33) of publications. Offensive remarks were reported as originating from patients: for example, ‘I don’t want to see that yellow doctor’ and staff: for example, ‘if you cut this, I will send you back to Saudi…’.

6. Harsher punitive sanctions experienced or anticipated by IMGS were noted in 9% (3/33) publications, in relation to registration, English testing, repercussions for speaking out and formal investigations into professional standards.

7. General comments: 36% (12/33) of publications made general comments of IMG discrimination, bias or prejudice. Three of these publications were coded solely within this category as no further details about inequity experiences were provided. ‘General comments’ also included extra information from extracted publications which were not noted elsewhere. Numerous publications mentioned career deviation, stagnation and/or loss of skills resulting from

Reports on well-being
We found that 55% (18/33) publications mentioned effects on well-being (including satisfaction and mental health) within their Results sections. Sometimes this related to the acculturation process of migrating and living in a foreign land. However, the vast majority were associated with reports of inequitable treatment and were seen from the earliest extracted report in 1982, up until 2022. Of the 10 studies which used surveys, only one explicitly reported using a psychometrically validated instrument.

Table 2 shows the number of publications identifying common themes and the fraction/percentage of such publications identifying detrimental effects on well-being. Of the publications extracted, none identified ‘favouring of local graduates’ for detrimental well-being.

Proposed solutions to inequity
Seventy per cent (23/33) publications presented potential solutions to experiences of IMG inequity. Solutions were grouped into four: (1) experience sharing; (2) workplace assistance; (3) structural review and change; and (4) workplace harmony. See box 1 for details.

Critical appraisal within source of evidence
Four publications did not directly report the number of IMGS in the study. One study did not identify an aim/purpose. Several publications presented data which were merged with non-IMG minority groups. Merged general comments were made about racial discrimination, ‘othering’, systemic neglect and differential attainment. Although we note merged data here for completeness, only results attributing directly to IMGS have been fully extracted and reported in this scoping review.

DISCUSSION
This scoping review found that over the last 40 years, IMGS report consistent and common experiences related to inequitable workplace treatment. Publications from USA, Australia and UK featured prominently in our study. The vast majority of studies were qualitative in nature, allowing depth of personal understanding. Inequity experiences were often reported in conjunction with effects on IMGS’ well-being and/or impact on career trajectory. It is not surprising that most publications did not approach well-being in their methodology, as this was not a key search term used for this scoping review. However, a high proportion of publications commented on well-being in relation to inequitable treatment. This discrepancy suggests that numerous authors found these study findings noteworthy, although unexpected. The majority
of publications proposed solutions for IMG workplace inequity.

This scoping review is the first of its kind to specifically address IMG-reported workplace inequity factors, such as discrimination, prejudice and bias. It identifies a link between perceived inequities and IMG reports of detrimental well-being and altered career trajectory. To further assist policymakers, we summarise the proposed solutions to IMG inequity, in tabulated form.

There is growing evidence that racial discrimination negatively impacts mental health, such as stress, anxiety and depression, in addition to poorer physical and general health.50–53 Notably, subtle acts of workplace racial mistreatment on a regular daily basis has been shown to contribute to psychological stress and poorer job satisfaction.11 50 Similar to our study, a scoping review addressing racism in healthcare found that ethnic minority staff experienced discrimination from colleagues and patients.54 However, the additional element of being foreign trained has not been explored in depth as an independent risk factor for inequitable treatment. The association between IMG workplace inequities and outcomes such as well-being and career trajectory is a relatively unstudied environment. We found that only three studies10 22 23 33 deliberately sought to link these concepts. Furthermore, there is a dearth of literature investigating the topic of IMG health. Most recently, an Australian study identified that IMGs report lower life satisfaction when compared with domestic counterparts.55 Important contributors included factors such as perceived financial security, peer support, community integration and job autonomy.55 Such findings corroborate the need for further exploration into IMG health and well-being.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common theme</th>
<th>Inadequate professional recognition</th>
<th>Perceived lack of choice/opportunities</th>
<th>Marginalisation</th>
<th>Favouring of local graduates</th>
<th>Verbal insults</th>
<th>Harsher sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviewed reports which express theme (out of 33)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number, percentage and citations of themed reports expressing detrimental effects on well-being</td>
<td>6/23 (26%)</td>
<td>6/19 (31.5%)</td>
<td>5/17 (29.4%)</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>1/11 (9%)</td>
<td>2/3 (66.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported detrimental effects on well-being, satisfaction or mental health</td>
<td>Degrading, feeling like ‘second class citizen’, poor self-esteem/confidence, undervalued, pressure, stress</td>
<td>Trapped, demoralised, disempowered, loss of autonomy, hopeless, captive</td>
<td>Feeling unwelcome, struggle for acceptance, unsupported, confidence lowering, burnout, social isolation, fear</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1 Proposed solutions to IMG inequity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience sharing</strong></td>
<td>⇒ IMG mentoring.10 22 23 40–43</td>
<td>⇒ Networking.21 25 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workplace assistance</strong></td>
<td>⇒ Dedicated services to support and supervise IMGs.30 32 40 42 46</td>
<td>⇒ Social initiatives to support integration.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⇒ Registration, training and examination support.26 37 42 43</td>
<td>⇒ Renumeration to off-set disadvantages of decentralised postings.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural review and change</strong></td>
<td>⇒ Institutional investigation into structural inequities.10 18 22 23</td>
<td>⇒ Transparency and fairness in recruitment and open expectations provided to prospective recruits.16 35 37 39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⇒ Equitable and relevant job/training placements.18</td>
<td>⇒ Review and transparency of processes recognising prior experience and qualifications.1 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⇒ Removal of structural barriers and promotion of pathways for skill-use, achievement and career attainment.1 10 24 25 31 44</td>
<td>⇒ Modification of rotation systems to assist stability.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workplace harmony</strong></td>
<td>⇒ Raising awareness through diversity training and antidiscrimination training.30 32 33 35 37 41</td>
<td>⇒ Fostering workplace inclusion, celebrating diversity, migrant contributions and leadership.10 21 23 25 30 37 38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This scoping review brings attention to a confronting but critical topic which deserves systemic attention by institutions globally. It is worth noting that although our study focuses on IMGs, there are a number of professions, particularly in healthcare, that rely on overseas graduates. Therefore, the results of this scoping review may interest a wide range of readers and professions. Proposed solutions may help policymakers review and consider current practices while providing a platform for discussion, debate and future change.

Further study is required to determine if the skew of data from USA and Australia is simply secondary to under-reporting in other countries. More research is needed to better understand experiences and origins of inequity and efficacy of proposed solutions. Relationships between IMG experiences, career attainment and mental health require further exploration and should be considered across different geopolitical locations and host countries. Future study in this arena will benefit from being undertaken using psychometrically validated instruments.

Notable limitations include the search restriction to three academic medical databases and a short section of GOOGLE SCHOLAR. Non-English written publications were excluded, thereby adding to our limitations. By deselecting merged data, we may have missed presenting important experiences which were shared with other non-IMG minority groups. Lastly, we found that there was a large number of editorial and comments from various authors voicing opinions about the subject. Although the origin of these authors was often unstated, it was clear that underlying emotions were strong and worth exploring in a separate study.

CONCLUSIONS

This scoping review finds that there is long-standing evidence that IMGs believe they are subject to inequitable workplace experiences and that these experiences and that these experiences may interest a wide range of readers and professions. Proposed solutions may help policymakers review and consider current practices while providing a platform for discussion, debate and future change.

Further study is required to determine if the skew of data from USA and Australia is simply secondary to under-reporting in other countries. More research is needed to better understand experiences and origins of inequity and efficacy of proposed solutions. Relationships between IMG experiences, career attainment and mental health require further exploration and should be considered across different geopolitical locations and host countries. Future study in this arena will benefit from being undertaken using psychometrically validated instruments.

Notable limitations include the search restriction to three academic medical databases and a short section of GOOGLE SCHOLAR. Non-English written publications were excluded, thereby adding to our limitations. By deselecting merged data, we may have missed presenting important experiences which were shared with other non-IMG minority groups. Lastly, we found that there was a large number of editorial and comments from various authors voicing opinions about the subject. Although the origin of these authors was often unstated, it was clear that underlying emotions were strong and worth exploring in a separate study.

CONCLUSIONS

This scoping review finds that there is long-standing evidence that IMGs believe they are subject to inequitable workplace experiences and that these experiences are self-reported repercussions on well-being and career trajectory. Inadequate professional recognition, perceived lack of choice and marginalisation were most commonly reported experiences. Further study is warranted to investigate and substantiate these observed correlations and confirm how institutional policies and procedures can be modified to create more equitable workplaces for IMGs.
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